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COTS"
Akron quintet
This ii what the 48-4- 1 defeat of
the Akron Zippers accomplished:
( 1 ) A three-wa- y tie now exists among
Wooster (12-2- ), Wilberforce (12-2- ),
and Xavier (18-3- ) for the state bask-
etball leadership.
(2) Wooster vaulted into second
place in the Ohio Conference with
a record of 8--2. Simultaneous with
Wooster's 48-4- 1 triumph over Akron
occured Capital's 74-6- 3 loss to that
friendly
--
Muskingum
--
institution
bless their little hearts!
(3) Ic was the Black and Gold's
eighth straight victory, equalling the
BOX SOCIAL 8:30 P. M.
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VAULT TO
By "Flip" Piper
The happiest. guy in the whole gosh'darned You-nite- d States
Tuesday evening at 9:45 P.. M. was none other than Wooster's own
Patrick "The Tree" Milligan. For Redwood Pat was the gent who, by
scoring 13 of his 17 points in the second half, paced Coach Mose Hole's
bouncing Buckeye beauties to a 48-4- 1 victory over the highly regarded
eight straight turned in by the '46-'4- 7
cagers. If the Scots win the re-
mainder of this season's games, they
will tie the all-tim- e mark of 14
straight.
(4) T'was Wooster's first basket-
ball victory against the Akron" Zips
since 1936 and atoned in some mea-
sure for the humiliating 82-4- 5 loss
to Coach Russ Beichly's bruisers in
1945.
(5) Hank Vaughn, Akron's scor-
ing hot-sho- t, was cut down to seven
point size.
Xyrano' Replaced By 'Merchant';
Freshman Cops Role Of Portia;
Ridenour Plays Lead Male Part
Substitute Production Not Yet Selected
When tryouts for Cyrano de
Bergerac did not yield the right
talent, the powersthat'be decided
to produce The Merchant of Ven
ice, originally scheduled for late
spring, on March 10, 11, 12 and 13.
Heading the list as Portia is Alayne
Van Deusen, a freshman newcomer to
th Little Theatre stage, although she
has had previous dramatic training.
Her lover, Bassanio, will be played by
Albert "Hap" Allen, senior and vet-
eran. Antonio, the merchant, is in
the hands of John Compton, of Dear
Ruth fame. George Ridenour will
portray the Jew, Shylock, and anyone
who remembers his sinister character-
ization of Moulton-Barre- tt - in last
year's Barretts of Wimpole Street will
be looking forward to seeing him in
this all-importa- nt role.
The supporting cast includes Dean
Ferm as the Duke of Venice; Val
Frederick, Prince of Morocco; Lloyd
Cornelius, Prince of Arragon; Mac
Taylor as Salanio; Myron Bellinger as
Salarino; John Swink as Gratiano;
David LaBerge, Lorenzo; Joe Bishop,
Tubal; Dick Hoff as Salerio; Verne
Snyder as Launcelot Gobbo; Jon
Waltz as Old Gobbo; Bill Voelkel,
Leonardo; Ray Falls, Balthasar; Jim
Anderson, Stephano; Marjorie Yaple
as Nerissa; Dotty Weiss as Jessica.
Tickets will go on sale any day now
for the four performances of Shake-
speare's comedy, March 10th through
March' 13th.
The spring play to replace The
Merchant has not yet been decided
upon. Whether or not Cyrano will be
produced at all again depends upon
the question of casting.
Coleman Visits Campus
Dr. John Coleman, one of the sec-retarie- s
of the World Student Christ,
ian Federation which has its head'
quarters in Switzerland, spent last
Monday and Tuesday on the cam
pus, diseasing his work with inter
ested students and faculty. Dr. Cole
man, author of The Task of the
Christian in the University, is making
a world tour of universities and col
leges. Wooster is one of the twelve
selected for him to visit in the United
States.
Dr. Coleman is making a study in
..each school that he visits of the fx
tent and methods of integrating re
ligion with college work. He is par'
ticularly interested - in the .Christian
professor arid the' relatidn of his re
ligion to his teaching. During his stay
here he met with the Big Four Cab
inet and with interested faculty
groups.
Ait Exhibit
A collection of crayon drawing and
watercolor paintings by German chil
dren will be on exhibit in the Joseph
ine Long Wishart Museum of. Art in
Galpin Hall until Thursday, February
26th. The Museum is open Monday
through Friday from 8:30 a. m. to
noon and from 1:00 to 4:30 p. m.
Atom Bomb Freaks
May Appear Says
Famed Scientist
Dr. H. J. Muller, professor of zoo
logy at Indiana University and emi
nent geneticist, spoke in the Mem
orial Chapel last night on the topic,
"Human Erosion by Mutation."
Dr. Muller, a well-know- n research
scholar who has specialized in genet-
ics is the discoverer of artificial ev-
olution by using X-ra- ys to produce
mutations. In 1946 he received the
Nobel Award in physiology and med
icine for his work in artificial trans-
mutation of the gene.
The work of Dr. Muller also brings
to light the importance and grave
concern relating to the atom bomb.
Atomic fission, it has been explained,
produces X-ra- ys which can cause mu-
tations and Dr. Muller believes that
some of the Japanese who were ex-
posed to the rays from the bomb ex-
plosions may transmit hereditary ef-
fects to future generations. He fears
freaks caused by mutations may be
produced.
In addition to his research work,
(Continued on Page 4)
Dean Golder Brings a Flavor
Of the "Old East" to Wooster
By Corky Marker
Wooster inherited a bit of the
of 1946, when Mrs. Marjory S. Golder came to fill the chair of Dean
of Women. Born and raised in the Georgetown section of Washington,
she has spent much of her life in
which date back to the time of George Washington
A graduate of Western High
copped an A. B. degree at North
western, then went on to obtain her
M. A. from Columbia University.
While her husband studied for his
doctorate at Harvard, our dean con-
tinued in courses at Radcliffe.
An outstanding educator, Mrs.
Golder is also a
.
member of many
scholastic organizations, including
Phi Beta Kappa, National Associ-
ation of Deans of Women, American
Association of University Women,
Chi Omega, and the Modern Lang-
uage Association.
Before succeeding Miss Francis
Guille as Dean of Women here, Mrs.
Golder taught English and French at
El Paso School for Girls in Texas,
was instructor in English, at Lawrence
College in Appleton, Wisconsin and
after 'the death of her husband "in
1938, held the position of Dean of
Women at the Women's College of the
University of Deleware.
During the first World War, patri-
otic fever caught Mrs. Golder, as it
did many young American women,
and she served for a year as secretary
at the Red Cross Headquarters in
Washington. Later, she transferred to
the War Department, still in an ad-minstrat- ive
capacity.
One memorable experience in her
life was the year spent traveling
through England, France and Italy.
She considers the city of Florence
one of the most beautiful spots in the
Borrowing some of Hollywood's
superlatives, Milligan was colossal no
matter how one gazes at his 6 ft.,
iVz in. of sky-scrapi- ng versatility.
Milligan's 13 points in Second Half
pace Scots
Milligan's second half total of 13
points comprised more than half of
the Black and Gold's 24 point pro-
duction in the last two quarters.
Opposing such Akron gargantuas
as the 270 pound 6 ft., 6 in. Bill
Mohr, 6 ft., 6 in. Walt Scott, and 6
ft., 5 in. Cat Moore, Pat outfought
and outreached his huskier and taller
foes to ignite the second half spurt
which brought victory to the Scots
of Scottieville.
Wagner and Shaw share Spotlight
Sharing the starring spotlight with
"Splendid Splinter" Pat were Ralph
"Fingers" Wagner and Earl "Swish"
-T-
HREE-WAY-STATE-
Booster mt
WOOSTER,
"Misery Week" Begins
As Pledges Are Greeted
Kenarden Battlefield
Last night the nine sections on
the hill took the fatal step and
voted in new. members for the
coming years. Next week after ac
ceptances of bids are in, the tra
ditional Hell Week will begin with
a fervor, with typical mental and
physical torture inflicted upon the un-
fortunate pledges with a perfection re-
sulting from years of sad experience
and diabolical scheming. Truly one of
the most typical of the American col-
lege traditions, "hazing" will give a
chance for last year's sufferers to
wreak their vengance upon the woe-
ful frosh.
Restricted only by rules of modera-
tion imposed by the administration,
each section will employ the methods
and customs handed down over many
years. "Hellmasters" will reign su-
preme when candidates report to their
respective section for instructions next
Tuesday evening at 7:00 p. m. Actu-
ally only three days and four nights
of hell, the official Hell Week ends at
midnight Saturday, February 21.
Most sections will then hold formal
initiations of new members on Sun-
day, February 22 and the former
pledges will only have to wait twelve
months before their opportunity comes
to go mad with power.
The formal bids from all sections
will be mailed from the dean's office
(Continued on Page 4)
old Eastern flavor in the summer
the shadows of colonial mansions
School in Washington, Mrs. Golder
world, and was much grieved to hear
of its destruction in World War II.
Mr. Gore has undoubtedly discover
ed 'the dean's preference for the pre'
DEAN GOLDER
rise music of Bach and Mozart, to
which she loves to listen. In the field
of literature, Mrs. Golder enjoys light
verse, as the girls who attended WSGA
chapel already know, but Jane Aus-en'- s
novels are her favorite reading,
with Emma and Persuasion taking
(Continued on Page 4)
PAT MILLltSAN
Shaw. Wagner was. the Scots' big
gun during the first half festivities.
In pumping 11 of Wooster's 24 first
half points into the bucket he shoved
OHIO, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
Dr. Clark Chosen
For Prayer Week
At a preliminary meeting of the
discussion leaders for the Week of
Prayer, John Compton, chairman
of the committee, discussed the
committee's plans and spoke about
Dr. James W. Clark who will lead
the activities of February 22-2- 6.
Dr. Clark, pastor of the Second
Presbyterian Church of St. Louis, Mis-
souri, will center the week's topics
about "Vitalities of Christian Faith."
A Scotchman by birth, Dr. Clark has
taught in Canada, Scotland, and the
United States and is well known as a
radio speaker. He expressed the hope
that out of the small discussion groups
will come the fine lasting effects of the
Week of Prayer.
As a member of Dr. Gark's own
congregation, John Compton enthus-
iastically adds that Dr. Clark is espec-
ially well fitted for the task he has
accepted.
Old-Fashion-
ed' Shindig
Spotlights Box Social
The YM-Y- W all college party takes
its place beside "the new look" as
memories of "the good old days." An
old fashioned box social and barn
dance will set the mood tonight in
lower Douglass, from 8:30 to 12.
In keeping with the rustic decora- -
tions, appropriate dress is jeans,
slacks, or other "roughing it" cos-
tumes. Since the men bid on the box
lunches brought by the women, the
affair is stag. Money from the auction
will furnish the cokes for the evening.
There will be planned entertainment
as well as hearty square-dancin- g. . .. A
men's quartet and a girls' duet are on
the program.
Shaw Swishes 27 As
Wooster Wins 63-5- 8
FIRST III STATE
Wooster's speed merchants had a
very rough time of it yesterday eye
before finally defeating a stubborn
Marietta quintet at Marietta, 63-5- 8
The Scots thus- - racked up their ninth
straight victory in a row, and what is
much more important are now in un
disputed possession of the state bask'
etball leadership with 13 wins and
two losses. Coach Mose Hole's hilltop
clan have now won 13 of their last
15 casaba conflicts.
Earl ,'Swish" Shaw and Ralph
"Fingers" Wagner were the eagle
eyes in Hooster's 63-5- 8 triumph over
Marietta. "Swish" saturated the cords
with 27 points while "Fingers" digi-te- d
for. 21.
Pat Milligan, Jim Weygandt, and
Miney Busack I scored .8 4, and; 3
points respectively, . ' '
The" game was tied Seven times in
the opening minutes of play before
the Scots were able to pull away to a
35-2- 5 half-tim- e lead. Shaw scored 17
of his 27 points in this first half.
Marietta's crew sliced this lead to
two points in the final quarter, be
fore the Srots turned on the heat
again to win 63-5- 8.
Wagner and Shaw have thus
twisted the twines for the imposing
totals of 270 and 262 points respect'
ively. Their averages are 18.0 and
17.4
With five games still remaining on
the Scots' basketball schedule, it is
conceivable that both Shaw and Wag'
ner can shatter their last season's
marks of 350 and 348 points.
the Black and Gold courtiers into a
24-1- 9 half-tim- e lead which they never
relinquished.
Shaw contributed an excellent
why be "chincy"? euper-dup- cr floor
game, breaking up Akron's fast
breaks time after time and making
life a hard court Hades for the boys
of Beichly.
Believe it or not, "Swish" is the
first two-legge- d Sea Biscuit ever to
run wild in the Goodyear gym. Earl's
ten point contribution also figured
prominently in the final reckoning.
Turning . in their usual reliable
ball-handlin- g were Miney Busack and
Jim Weygandt. Busack broke a three
Tayl
Winnina
game scoring famine by one-handi- ng
two field goals at psychological mo
ments.
From the standpoint of the spec
tator the.Wooster-Akro- n casaba con--
13, 1948
Anne
Write
Senatorial
Falls, Poling Appointed
Managers; Activity Fee
Proposal Discussed
At an afternoon meeting on
Monday, the Senate welcomed its
new members and settled down to
business. Recently elected Rae Pa'
lombo, Eloise Balconi, and Mary
Jane Smirt took their places
around the table and business began.
Most important was the appointment
of Dick Falls as business manager for
the Gum Shoe Hop, and Dave Poling
as Color Day manager. Color Day
has been scheduled for May 15 and
the Hop will be presented on March
18, 19, 20. Just a reminder that scripts
for Color Day must be in by March
1. . . . they can be submitted to any
member of the Senate. Eloise Balconi
is in charge of that committee.
News On Films
A report from Mary Weygandt re
vealed that it is impossible to acquire
any of the preferred films for-ca- m
pus movies. She has secured one of
Charlie Chaplin's old epics which
will be shown around April 16. Fur-
ther effort will be made to see what
movies can be rented. . . . Discussion
on the Activities Fee followed, but the
final decision will be reported in the
SFRC news. (Keep reading).
Dance Saturday Night
Also referred to SFRC was the re
quest made by a group of students that
smoking be allowed in the little room
in lower Babcock for authorized func
tions. 1 hat means anything signed up
in the date book. . . . There will be a
band dance, sponsored either by Mose
Hole or the Senate, this Saturday
night.
"' Washing Machines for Dorms
Continuing with their task of Stu-
dent government, representatives - of
the Senate met with the Student Fac-
ulty Relations Committee Monday
night. At this time, the request for
smoking in Babcock (as stipulated
above) was approved and passed. Al-soagre- ed
upon was the purchasing of
washing machines for the women's
dorms. This will be done as previ
ously planned with the students paying
the initial cost (plus a slight fee for
upkeep) which will be returned to
them at the end of the semester. Be
cause conditions in Hoover permit im-
mediate installation they will be first
to receive the machine. As, soon as
space it made available in the "other
dorms, they will also receive these'
modern conveniences. A supervisory
committee of Mrs. Golder, Mrs. Peters,
and Dick Poethig was set up to organ
ize the program.
Activity Fee Proposal
Perhaps most important to the aver-
age student was the introduction of a
new plan for the Student fee. Accord-
ing to this new stystem, the following
money would be paid out at the be-
ginning, of the semester:
Hospital '. ; f 15.00
Athletic , 8.00
Index 4.50
Voice
. 175
Band ;
.50
Speech 1.00
(Continued on Page 2)
flict was sloppy. Both teams
colder than Kenarden chow. and
that's saying a lot!
Wooster's inability to find the scori-
ng-' range with any degree of con-
sistency may to some measure be
traced to the mammoth floor on
which they percolated and the freak-
ish clod-hoppe- rs whom Coach Beichly
erroneously imagined were basketball
players.
When guys like baby blimp Mohr,
250pounds and 6 ft, 6 in of non-
entity and Harry Scribner, 6 ft, 11
in. (honestly do they still pile t (hat
high?) figure in a coach's plans, it
aunosc Decomea a Humanitarian ges
ture to use brass knecks.
It is quite evident that Wooster
was the better of the two teams. The
Scots' zone defense had Akron com
pletely stymied on the Zippers' own
Tii
or, Jack Hunter
March 17. 18. 20. Set As Dates
For "Variations On a Theme-
-"
After manv extensions of the deadline date a mu'tafilp mW ka
been found for the Gum Shoe Hop.
stuuenc-proauce- a tneatncai are Jack Jttunter and Anne Taylor, who
have titled their scriDt "Variations on a Theme hv Shak
publicity department will offer as
uk prouuciion is a conegiate version
Two Places Open
In Flying Scots
New Finance Plan
Flyl Fly with the Flying Scots. Sev- -
eral memberships are now open to
anyone interested in flying or learn
ing how to fly. With a new and simpli
fied finance plan to suit each indivi-
dual case, it is hoped more students
will be able to take advantage of the
opportunities offered by this student
corporation. An added innovation
for those students who are not actually
members of the club and who wish to
travel by air will be a posted schedule
in Mr. Grape's classroom at Kauke
202. There they may sign up the
date and destination to which they
wish to fly. The Scots will then at-
tempt to find a member wishing to
make a coinciding pleasure trip to that
spot. t
To those persons interested in join
ing the Scots the new policy will be as
follows. The plane costs members
3.60 an hour to fly and each member
is asked to fly a minimum' of four
hours monthly. The purchase of mem
bership stock will hereafter be fitted
to meet the case of each person in
monthly, quarterly, or semester install
ments. Stock membership in the club
will accrue with each payment until
a $100 equity is reached. With such a
(Continued on Page 2)
College Choir Sings
Si. Ilaiihew Passion
Good Friday evening, March 26,
at 7:30 the College choir will present
the St.' Matthew Passion by J. S.
Bach. This beautiful and dynamic
oratorio, which is being presented
for the first time in Wooster, is rarely
attempted by a college choir.
- S
Assisting
.
the choir will be mem
bers of the Wooster Symphony and
the following vocalists: Miss Eve
Richmond and-Mis- s Genevieve Rowe.
sopranos, Miss Margaret Tobias, con
tralto, Harold Haugh, tenor, Paul
Modlish, baritone, and Samuel
Means, bass. Miss Rowe and Miss To
bias come from New York. Mr.
Haugh is instructor of voice at Ober.
lin. Jack Carruth, assistant organist
at " Cornell University and a former
pupil of Mr. Gore's, will play the
chapel organ for the occassion. Rich
ard T. Gore will conduct.
In order to defray costs, an admis
sion fee of $1.00 is being charged.
This performance will be one of the
outstanding musical events on this
year calendar.
mammoth court. Can yon mgin the
difficulty Akron would have ex
perienced on Wooster's band-bo- s
court!
Score tied Three Times in First Half
The first half was really something
to write home to your gun moll about.
The score was knotted thrice at six.
eight, and 17 points.
Milligan and Wagner pushed the
Scots to a quick 4--0 lead with fielders. '
Akron's Cal Moore got a tip-i- n, and
"Fingers' faked and twisted beauti-
fully for .a foul-lin-e fielder, giving
Wooster a 6--2 advantage. Two point-
ers by Vaughn and Mohr tied the
score at six-al- l. Wagner and Moore
traded bunnies.
Wagner continued to aseume the
brunt of the scoring attack by regis--
(Continued on Page 3)
WOOSTER MEETS 'BIG RED
SATURDAY AT 7:30
Number 13
Hop Script
Winning co-auth- ors for this year's
an explanation at this date is that
ot Macbeth. Music to accompany
the script consists of six original
songs composed by Robert Lawther.
-
Co-auth-
or Hunter is expected to be
named director of the musical com-
edy. He has announced that try-out- s
for parts will be held Saturday, Feb- -
ANNE TAYLOR
ruary 21. Definite times for casting
will be announced later.
March 17, 18, and 20 are the run-
ning nights for the Hop. An inter-
collegiate oratory contest has reserved
Scott Auditorium, alias the Little
Theater, for March 19.
v
An all-stude- nt production, the
Gum Shoe Hop has been a Wooster
tradition since 1915, when a college
holiday was declared and the prom-
inent feature was a basketball game
JACK HUNTER
between the Junior and Senior
women.
Because, of lack of enthusiasm and
dullness of competition in the writ-
ing of Hope during the past few
years, the Senate committee which
handles the Hop has suggested that
from now on, publicity for the play
should begin in the spring and the
deadline for script be set for the
first week qf October. :" "
In this system, aspiring authors
could use the
. summer vacation to
good advantage, instead' of waiting
til the Christmas rush to put their
brain children to work on paper. "
Bonthius Speaks
Lower Holden dining hall will be
hold something new this Sunday
morning a lively discussion instead
of the usual droopy-eye- d hum. Fresh
man Forum members are scheduled to
have a coed breakfast at 8:30.
After breakfast Mr. Robert Bonth-
ius will give a spech entitled That's
Your Red Wagon," followed by a
discussion until 9:43.
i: is r.ct a very agreeable state, but certainly is a ridiculous one."
Voltaire
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How that a new semester has been uncored, it seems appropriate
to dust off an old saying and put it in plain view once again. I am re
i erring to that intrinsic piece, of wisdom, "that a B.A. degree is no
assurance that an education has been acquired." Mere attendance at
lectures does not necessarily imply learrmg.
Too many people approach college with the idea of obtaining a
degree instead of an education. I thin quite a few graduate with that
goal attained. The American college assembly line churns out human
beings stamped "B.A." faster than Ford can turn out his" automobile- s-
and, on the whole, they're both good for about the same number of
miles.
TaJe Wooster for example, and our standards are comfortably
high; students and acuity die will admit that one could receive his
diploma here without undue eyestrain.
The fault is not with the institution the fault lies with the stu-
dent. The possibilities for attainment at an ordinary college in Amer
ica today are boundless. Opportunity is nocing with a vengeance
This is not intended as an affront to the Wooster student. I thin
education is fostered here with a eener sense of purpose than most
colleges. I thin our student body IS aware.
There's a lot more to success than laying that degree on the line
there s a confidence behind it called education. A.E.V.
Lots M Why
Unless the College of Wooster provided a special period during
the year for individual self'inspection in its highest sense, it would not
be fulfilling its task of giving a Christian liberal education. Really, col
lege life does not allow time enough for one of the unique acuities a
man possesses, that of self 'appraisal and dedication to some goals in
life. This process is by no means instantaneous; most of us will be
moulding ourselves constantly throughout life; thats the process o
living. But at a time when we are learning the things that will mae
us what we want to be, self'consideration and direction seem the most
important things we can thine about.
Why are we here? Where did we come from? Where are we
going? Why is the world in such a mess, and what can I do about it?
What, in the highest sense of the word, is my place in the World?
These are questions to which the Christian Faith has pro vowing an
swers. In order to help us in our thining from this approach the
Week of Prayer can play, and has played for many years, an integral
part. It has been a treasured part in the lives of many Wooster stu- -
dents.
Opening with the Sunday Morning Service February 22, and
closing with Communion Thursday evening, February 26, the Wee
or rrayer provides a chance or individual and group discussion, mea-itation- ,
and Prayer. It should be a challenge to all of our experience,
This year we will have with us Dr. James W. Clarfe e, pastor of the
Second Presbyterian Church, St. Louis, Mo., a man of wide experience
and interest, a truly impressive voice in American Christianity. He is
a man who has an Especially vital interest in Wooster and her stu
dents since his eldest son was to have come to college here. Dic was
frilled in france in 1944.
The Week of Prayer is intended to be a religious experience; a chance
to come to grips with something greater than ourselves. The commit
tee has wored hard and long, but it is of importance and value enough
to demand the active interest of every student. It is not something bres
ented or done for us, but through, and by us. For some it will be
merely academic. For some the idea of religious thinking, even think
ing, is repugnant. For all, I thinly The Week of Prayer can mean
new inspiration and insights into living. John Compton, Chairman
of Wee of Prayer.
il Common Goal
.
Once every so often the characteristic religious atmosphere over
this campus becomes so thick that one can almost slice it with a knife
It is during one of these moments that I find myself engaging in heated
discussions on religious matters with a number of devoted Christians.
--Whenever' our subject touches the various religions of the world, my
friends will insist strongly that all other religions are inferior to Chris'
tianity and that the only salvation for mankjnd is for all the heathens
to be converted into Christians; although they admit that they do not
now too much about the other religions of the world.
How they come to the above conclusion and strong conviction is
worthy of our careful analysis. The chances are that my friends
happened to be brought up in a strictly Christian community, where
they can be constantly indoctrinated by one religion together with its
dogma of "religious supremacy". If the same persons had been born
in a Moslem community, no doubt they would similarly believe in the
supremacy of Mohammedanism and insist that Mohammed is the one
and only savior of mankind.
An intelligent person will have no great difficulty in pointing out
the dangerous resemblance of this idea with another dogma the in'
famous doctrine of "racial supremacy". Certainly the world will never
become One World nor live in peace as long as these highly con'
tagious dogmas are being propagated in the mind of millions.
With these barriers and entanglements removed from the different
religions, then one mayr.yenture into the discovering and magnifying the
"True Soul" of marta quality of greatness and height of the human
spirit to which no single religion can claim a monopoly. This great
spiritual force is possessed to a greater or lesser degree by Jesus of H&'
areth, Mahatma Chandi, scores of great prophets, and even by the
little people lie you and me. Hot until this new force of the spirit is
released in individuals can man hope to solve, basically and perman'
antly, the immediate threat of the Atomic Bomb and wholesale des'
truction made possible by the rapid development of science.
AD great religions throughout the ages have been seeing a set of
eternal values and a better understanding of the ultimate Law of the
Universe to satisfy the inherent thirst of the human spirit. Their paths
may vary but the goal is a common one. Instead of insisting that each
religion can solve die riddle of human destiny by itself, all religions
not only must but also can find a common basis in uniting ultimately
toward the universal ideals of One God, One Religion, One Ethical
Standard, and One World. Kung H. Lee
Letters to the Editor
Compulsory Chapel
Dear Editor:
Well, we have paid our chapel
met. 1 he money nas us importance,
but it is not the big importance. What
matters to me it the incongruity of
Wooster College in aspiration, and
Wooster College in practice. The
goal of an intellectual and spiritual
way of life is an admirable, . worthy
one, and it is a sorry fact that it is
being debilitated by such a practice
as compulsory chapel.
Wooster, as I understand it, seeks
an esprit de corps in its educational
process, it considers tne atmospnere
and spirit of the institution to be an
ntegral part of a full college educa
tion. This is its aim, and I concur in
its high evaluation.
But why must the college implement
such a program by a method contrary
to its very goal? Are compulsory
chapel and the consequent fines sup-
posed to assist in generating an institu-
tional spirit, a liberal quality among
students? To believe that, one must
be ignorant of reality, which demon
strates that such compulsion turns in
to amockery of itself. The means is
destroying the end, and the purpose
is defeated. A 'way of life' is being
nurtured in Wooster, all right, but it
falls far short of the desired quality
Instead, it leads either to the cynical
attitude of school vs. student, or to
the sterile ruts of absolute obedience
and conformity.
To seek a spiritual end is wonder
ful; to achieve it is difficult. For its
accomplishment entails the long and
subde process of inner growth. As in
love or friendship or happiness, there
can be no compulsion.
The moment a spiritual value be
comes compulsory through externa!
pressure, it is destroyed. One cannot
become happy or loving merely be
cause he is ordered to do so. His love
or happiness or college spirit must
be developed through a stimulating
nutrition, as well as encouraged
through example. It must rise freely
To defend compulsory chapel on
the ground of tradition raises th
question, What then is Wooster's aim
Is it to educate students for progressive
development, or is it merely to pre
serve tradition? A harmony of bot
is ideal, but when a conflict between
them arises, one or the other , must
give way. Wooster can be either
cemetery of tradition whose sole pur'
pose is the preservation of the past,
or it can be a garden, whose chief
purpose is creativity and growth into
the future, with its traditions endur
ing, but only insofar as they serve
the purpose of the garden, and not for
their own sterile sake alone. ' Thus,
there is involved a question of relative
traditional values that asks, which
stronger in Wooster, the basic trad
tion of spiritual and intellectual d
velopment or the subordinate tradition
of a compulsory lip-servi- ce activity?
Believing as I do that Wooster
seeks a spiritual ideal, a full liberal
education projecting into an infinitely
potential future, the conflicting tradi
tion of complusory chapel seems to
me destructive and ridiculous.
The college could greatly assist not
only its student body but itself and
its true principles as well by removing
the compulsion of chapel attendance
XV Tt 1 n ittrlwny is it not doner What are
the reasons behind chapel? Of th
administration, I ask Why?
Sam Vutetakis
Inside Europe
(Ed. note: Coming from the "in?
side", this letter recently re-
ceived from Jack Holden, form-
er Wooster student, comments on
Europe today. Jack, who is now
' studying in Switzerland plans
to return to Wooster next fall.
Due to its length the letter will
appear in three installments.)
. Zurich, Switzerland
. January 19, 1948
Dear Editor:
There are several ways of travel-
ing across Switzerland on a train. My
friend, Armond Arnson from Cleve- -
land, and I found that the most in-
expensive way and yet the most com-fortab- le
way is to purchase a third
class ticket and then after the con-
ductor has punched a hole in your
"billet" quickly direct yourself to the
"Spiesewagen". Here you can order, a
cup of coffee ,and enjoy a game of
gin rummy for the rest of the trip.
.
By Train to Milan
In this manner we journeyed from
Zurich to Chiasso, the border town
where we had to go through the Ital-
ian customs. There again we had to
buy another third class ticket for an
(Continued on page 4)
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To be announced. :
Wednesday, February 18th
Ned Shreffler.
Thursday, February 19th
Rabbi L. Mann, Chicago.
Friday, February 20th
jDr. Lowry,
MORE ON . .
Flying Scots
(Continued from Page 1)
plan in operation it is expected that
membership will be available to more
students, and that the club will be able
to expand, form a second wing, and
buy another ship. For complete de
tails see Norm MacMillen, President,
or Mr. Grape, Treasurer, in Kauke
202.
All Wooster college students and
faculty who wish to travel by ait the
cheapest and fastest way out of Woos
ter today the trip schedule in Mr
Grape's office is for your convenience.
It's purpose is that you may contact
a member desirous of a pleasure trip
to your destination. This calendar
will also be used for local flights and
rides just to see the area and the col
lege. The cost is negligible. A popular
misconception of flying is that it's an
expensive means of travel and only for
the wealthy. This is not true. When
on a trip with a Scot member you
share the cost. This comes to 1.80
an hour or 90 miles for 1.80. You
riot only save money, you save time.
Trips within 400 miles are a matter of
hours. Cleveland is thirty minutes,
Detroit is two hourst Chicago is five
hours, Pittsburgh is ninty minutes,
Columbus one hour, and Indianapolis
three hours.
-P-
rorHairFiDs"
Eberhart --Vacancy-
During the absence of E. Kingman
Eberhart of the department of eco-
nomics, professor emeritus of history
William J. Hail will teach courses in
economics. Also absent will be Dr.
Paul P. Bushnell of the education de-
partment, who will serve as an educa-
tional consultant in Afghanistan for
three years.- -
Professor Hail, former head of the
history department of Wooster, gradu-
ated from Missouri Valley College and
received his Ph.D. from Yale. He did
advanced study in economics in his
graduate work.
Mr. Eberhart will return to Wooster
in the fall of 1948, after working on
further graduate study at the Uni
versity of Wisconsin.
MORE ON . '
Senatoiials
(Continued from Page 1)
Symphony 25
Senate 1 4.00
.That adds up to $35. But, it also
means that you wouldn't be putting
out a quarter here and a dollar there
All your expenses, like tickets for the
Hop, and the Senate sponsored func
dons would be paid for at the begin
ning and you would't have to sit home
some week-en- d because- - you were
broke. It would also tend to divide
the expense more fairly between fel
lows and girls. This was passed unan
imously and will be brought up be
fore the Board of Trustees.
After The Wind
By JACK BOBBITT
Sr. orpprinors to rhp prudite and eager. Not that the twow . . . 6 & - . . . , , riii.are synonomous. Since the idiosyncrasies ot the books or Diue are
a fV, t-p- r. nf cnrK as vp Rut ffivp ils credit for trvine.each in hisy uiw avii wi www w ttw. o
own futile wav. And then the coffee and the cigarettes and11the nail
-- 1
chewing and all the trivialities which have insinuated their way into
our dynamic education are lost in the haze of post-exa- m nausea, leaving
the deluded student with no concern save that ot preparing nis ae'
pleted intellect for another command performance. Hail, intellect! And
multitudinous blessings on the frosty pows of the note-takin- g peons.
On too of which we have the weather. A trite subject. Everyone
talks about the weather; especially when it's so cold. But, in a way, it s
turned out to be somewhat of a blessing. For we of the Wooster vicin'
ity have taken the honors; at least as far as ye olde disposal plant is
concerned. Now this, admittedly, is no fit subject tor an aescnetic en-
comium; but give me the man who will deny honor where it is due.
According to the local tabloid, we are holding our own in the deep- -
. 1
.1 II I T .11 J. ' 11.treeze contest, with any ana with ail. wieersi lcts au uo siiap-ruu- a,
And give some fitting recognition.
But while we of the scholarly few have been clunking our crani
urns with the scholastic ball-pee- n, the fair ladies of the nation have been
contriving and canniving. So now tbiyVe introducing what is com-
monly known as the ultra-refine- d beauty patch. Moles, men. Pasted
on the peaches-and-crea- m. And, as a widely read mag states, only two
bucks a hundred. Terrific! Of course, the men can always counter
with specially designed beauty warts. They look scrumptious with a
two days beard. Give you that charming Hammerhead uould appear
-
ance ...
All of which is, perhaps, the mere reflection of the atomic age
in which we live. Take the radio, for instance. Why, it is just the other
evening that a bunch of us are lounging about in Kenarden toying with
a few thousand pages of review when some jockey in our midst ups and
snaps on the voice box in order to hear a rew recorded dirges. 1 his, ol
course, is by no means conducive to 'hasty reviewing and we are look
ing annoyed in a very worldly manner at this character who is adjust
ing the dials. But suddenly there is a voice coming into the room at a
level which we are considering proper only for intimate conversations
and one thing and another. Well, this is catching our attention even
more than somewhat and it is amazing to see so many sedentary char
acter straining their metatarsals to gain the rail position around such
a small contraption. In fact, it is now so quiet in the room that there
is nothing but the sound of heavy breathing as everyone leers into the
loudspeaker. And then we hear it and you are never guessing what this
insinuating voice is yabbling about. "Ummmm . . ." he is drooling, "eat
So-and-S- os Radar Sandwiches! There is nothing tastier than a good
old Radar Sandwich." Well, you are never seeing such an amazing
variety of disappointed looks in your whole life which will not be long
if you are running around Kenarden yabbling about these cosmic can
apes ...
4:15
4:30
7:00
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:00
AM Ua, MadUeU
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13th
4:00 Choir .
. 8:00 Campus Lodge Party
8:00 Y. M. Y. W. Valentine Party
Box Social
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14th
2:30-5:0- 0 W. A. A. Benefit Bridge
8:00 Bowman Open House
8:00 ' Pyramid Informal
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15th
8:30 Freshman Forum Breakfast
3:00 Senior Recital, D. J. Swartz ,
3:15-7:0- 0 Clericus Preministerial, Social and Supper
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16th
4:15 Men's Glee Club ... .....:.....
Men's Interpretive Reading'
String Orchestra
-
;
Student Recital
Chemistry Club . .
Sigma Delta Pi . ... . ...
French' Club
-
Chicago Round Table
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th
4:30 Band . .
-
" 7:00 Choir ,
4:00 Girls' Chorus
7:30 Men's Oratory
7:30 Pembroke
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18th
6:00 Section Hell Week
7:45 Corporation .
7:15 Full Orchestra . ....
7:30 Mid-Wee- k Prayer Service
Basketball Case Here
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20th
4:30 Band .
-
6:00 Phi Alpha Theta ..
7:00 Girls' Chorus
:00 ' Formal Men's Debate
..Chape!
..Douglass
....Babcock
..Lower Galpin
--
Lower Holden
Chapel
Hoover
..Chapel
..Scott Auditorium
, '. Kauke
..Chapel
.Severance
..Babcock
..Big Sour Room
. High School
Kauke
. Chapel
....Chapel
, Scott
Babcock
..Babcock
Kauke
....Galpin
Kauke
.Galpin 1
...Chapel
Scott
Signs of the Times: The old quotation about shooting an arrow
into the air has achieved new significance now . . . only it's the axe
that's falling to earth who knows where, at the moment Tis rumored
(Roget tells us that a rumor is heresay or an unconfirmed report) that
500 flunk slios have been oassed out recently ... there is a school
of thought on this subject. Someone said that there seemed to be more
cheating during this last exam period than he could remember seeing
on campus. And, he continued, this cheating is bound to raise the
grades and give the people who study the hardest and deserve the best
grades, mediocre marks, thus pushing the curve down all over the
place ... Sounds logical, doesnt it? A trifle unfair, too. Maybe the
members of the student body who .have never indulged in "cooperation
for graduation should protest a little. After all, we never know where
the axe is going to fall and it may be on you 'cause someone used a
crib sheet and got the C you should have had. Tis certainly a problem
everyone should fhink about .. .
'Sno Fun: Babcock women seem to be getting "iller than a cater
pillar" en masse. Maybe you should have to pass physical exams as
well as finals to get this close to graduation . . . "Survival of the fit-
test", here we come! . . . Tears for Chuck Leety and Johnny Postel
who just got in under the wire one night last week. According to the
story we heard, they were only trying to prove that chivalry is not
dead. And look what they got for their pains ... more pains! ... Poor
Ken Wright was rather surprised when he received an incomplete in
Mr. Bonthius' advanced Bible course. But he was even more surprised
when he discovered that he'd taken the wrong exam. Ah, we're all
cracking that's a sure sign .. .
The Mileniutn: With the Shack once more crowded, and "Little
Red Wagon" replacing "I'm Looking Over", nerves seem to have
settled down and books have been put away until next June. It's a
grand life, and with spring coming who can lose? The campus is bub-
bling with activity. Things like the W. A. A. benefit bridge for CARE,
the Gum Shoe Hop, the YM-Y- W carnival, all the formals, the jointly
sponsored political convention (mock, of course. Ohio's overcrowded
already.) and so much else are just "waiting iiround the corner. Why,
there isn't a free date in the date book. See, things are looking up! By
the time exams roll around again, we'll all have sun tans and tougher
skins which we'll doubtless need if exams resemble these last ones . . .
Mighty nice that it's finally been okayed for us to smoke in the little
room in lower Babcock during authorized functions. Guess that's
what you'd call "holy smoke" . . .
Predictions: Drew Pearson, the other day made a funny. He
said that he predicted the next president of the United States would
be over thirty-fiv- e and a citizen . . . Unless there is a better response
to the call for Color Day scripts than there was for Gum Shoe Hop
dittoes, the Senate is going to be mighty perturbed. Deadline for Color
Day masterpieces is March 1, and they can be turned in to any Senate
member ,
. .
Free plug for WWST . . . This Sunday's program will
be presented by Pembroke. Larry Hayden's play "The Quality of
Mercy (it appeared in the Gadabout,, too) and some other pennings
will be aired. Should be mighty fine listening ... Overheard Hal
McComas telling Harry Stults that he could get him some good speak'
ers for career week. Plumbers and carpenters etc. That's not such a bad
idea. In a few years, we all may need diplomas for such work. Es-
pecially if the Republicans can't keepjlepression away from the door
step ... or if we can't keep the Republicans away from the White
House ...
Fancy Free: Jan Johnson claims that if you wake up and say "Rab-
bit" on the first day of every month, you're bound to have good luck . .
A J ....VL U... 17.,1.. .L .U.'.Ai.U .... 1 J .11uiu wiiu mucty uciug inudy uui itcnui, we iuuiu tn use ouuic.
So, good luck, everybody. Don't walk under any ladders, or say hello
to any black cats. And for heaven's 'sake, don't ask any professors for
your grades! Wait 'til April Fools Day and then you won't care.
Don't Quote Me - Bui
By BETSY JONES and M. J. BENNETT
EXAMS ARE OVER; GRADES ARE ALL TURNJSD IH- - HOW
IS TOUR CHAHCE! SO, WHAT IS WROHG WITH OUR PRO-
FESSORS?
In my estimation my professors assume too much. They either presume
I know more than I do, or jump to the conclusion that I'm stupid!
Glenn Garrett
Try Wooster's brand of higher education!? Results guaranteed.
Gregg Moore
"Entia non sunt multiplicanda praeter necessitatem" (Occam's Razor)
can be applied to final exams, too.
Demetrio Boersner
I don't see them to their best advantage when I'm still groggy with
sleep. Why do the courses I want to take always have to come first
hour?
Dic Frothingham
This is a new semester, and I'm in no mood to complain. Try again
along about next May.
Marge Morgan
I love my --professors, believe me. . . .
Sam Milligan
There are three types of profs; text book profs, lecture profs, and the
"impromptu" variety. The exams of the first' are never from the text-
book; those of the second invariably are; and the third well, just give
up brother!
-
.
Bob Reed
Ask me after second semester! I still want to pass!"
. . . .
Ruth Homrighausen
This semester is over, but I have the same profs next semester Give
me another chance at the end of the year.
Gerry Kane
I have my B.A. Ask me, and I'll give you my. unbiased opinion.
Kathy Wonder
All I can say is They certainly are thorough.
Elinor Morris
"somehow we feel that you haven't
complied with all the dorm rules"
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FILLIPS
By LARRY .Flip". PIPBR
A WORD OF APOLOGY for this
columnist' neglect in not mention-
ing previously the January gradu-
ation of such stellar Scot sports' lum-
inaries as football-minde- d Bill Shinn,
Tommy Lykos, and Roy Miller;
Coach Carl Munson's star natator,
Ed (The Chest) Holden; and the
spritely sprinter, Don Bergmann.
Bill Shinn will be re-
membered as the gent
whose fourth quar-te- r
field goal won
the Homecoming game
from Muskingum
16-1- 3, while Bulldog
Tommy Lykos captained the Woos-te- r
gridders for this tilt and played
a terrific game in the line.
The departure of Ed "The Chest"
leaves a well-nig- h unpluggable "Hol-
den" the swimming ranks. Always an
inspirational - leader and - point - tab-
ulator, Holden's absence from Woos-ter'- s
collegiate swim will leave the
squad high and dry for the remain-
ing five meets.
Bon voyage is the sports depart-
ment's wish for all those leaving for
greener climes.
This humpty-dumpty'- s heart bleeds
profusely for those poor "diluted"
souls who just couldn't find the time
to take in either the Kenyon or Mus-
kingum games because of exams yet
unearthed time in which to make rab-
bit tracks on Severance turf.
The lap-mind- ed (now let's not get
off the track) gentry who preferred
their curves of the hair-pi- n variety
thus missed a couple of super de luxe
casaba conflicts in which Coach
Hole's cagers staged track meets of
their own to defeat the Lords and
Muskies and edge closer to Confer'
ence and State leadership.
Wooster's .clash with Kenyon,
which the Scots won 71-6- 3, was in
tensely interesting from the stand-
point of the speed and stamina of
each team, and the plethora of points
with which they gorged the basket
Total of 134 points Second Highest
in Basketball History
Few fans, if any, realized the his
toric importance of the Kenyon game
at the time. The combined teams' to
tal of 134 points was the second high
est ever recorded in the Scots' basket
ball history. Wooster and Ohio
Northern engaged in a 13? point
slugfest in 1947.
The Wooster-Kenyo- n game marked
the fifth time since 1903 that the op
position, had been able to score 60 or
more points in Severance Gym
against the Black and Gold basket- -
eers. And t'was the second time a
cagey foe had meshed more than 60
points, yet still lost the game; the
Scots defeated the Ashland Eagles,
69-6- 1, at Ashland in '47.
'
.
Now that we're on the subject of
better than point-a-minut- e basketball
games, let's hop aboard the magic
carpet and take a gander at some
high-scorin- g frays of Wooster's past.
Scott have Participated in 108 high
Scoring Games
Investigation reveals that of the
108 games in which the Scots or their
opponents have scored 60 or more
points, 97 of the time a team in
the 60 point bracket wraps up the
ball game. Of course, there was last
season's 63-6- 2 loss to Muskingum at
New Concord in which the Scots
reached the 60 point grouping but
.still were' defeated.
Assuming that the attainment of
60 or more points constitutes a high
scoring game, the Scots have, reached
this magic circle 88 times in their
48 year old basketball history. Fifty'
nine or two-thir- ds of the 88 games
have been victories on Wooster's
home floor, and twenty-nin- e have oc--
cured on alien hard courts.
Wooster's opponents have humbled
the Scots only 20 times with scores
of 60 or more points.- - Only five have
taken place within the friendly con'
fines of Severance gym.
Coach Hole Uses Spray System in
Reviving Wooster Basketball
Records - significantly reveal that
Scot quintets had been able to top the
60 point hfirdle but four times pri-
or to Coach Mose Hole's advent as
head coach of Wooster basketball in
1927. Since 1926 the Hilltoppers
have inundated their foes with 60 or
more points in 84 games, a situation
in large measure attributable to the
slam-ban- g spray system and fire
alarm basketball (otherwise known
as "pin-the-tail-on-the-bunn- y" game)
seoTs
Kent State Jolts
Tankers, 44-3- 1
Hewitt, Hartley Star I
Although Wooster's tankers won
the opening 200 yard medley relay,
Kent State took the first two places
in the 200 yard free style, the second
event, and went on from there to win
the meet, 44-3- 1, in the Scots' home
pool.
The presence of Ed Holden, who
graduated in January, might well
have spelled victory for the clan who
otherwise lost a closely contested meet.
Mainly because of the 10 and nine
points contributed by Bill Hewitt and
Lyman Hartley, Wooster's mermen
remained at the heels of the Kent
squad throughout the meet. Failure
to win the final event, the 400 yard
relay, cost the Scots the meet.
Coach Carl Munson uncovered a
new back stroke find in Bill Hewitt
who won the 1 70 yard back stroke
in addition to his own speciality, the
200 yard breast stroke.
Tomorrow the Scots trek to Witten
berg at Springfield for their sixth
swimming meet.
200 Yd. medley relay: Wooster
won (Southwick, Hewitt and Bal-
lard). Time: 3:28.
200 Yd. free-styl- e: Burnell (K)
won; 2. Wilson (K) ; 3. Monroe
(W). Time: 2:23.8.
50 Yd. free-styl- e: Johnston (K)
won; 2. Hartley (W); 3. Osterland
(K). Time: 26.6.
Fancy diving: Kotys (K) won; 2.
Walton (W); 3. Thomas (K).
100 Yd. free-styl- e: Wojno (K)
won; 2. Hartley (W) ; 3. Saltsman
(K). Time: 58.8.
150 Yd. backstroke: Hewitt (W)
won; 2. Southwick (W); 3. Baker
(K). Time: 2:01.4.
200 Yd. breaststroke: Hewitt (W)
won; 2. Casey (K); 3. Benner (K).
Time: 2:54.
400 Yd. . free-styl- e: Wilson (K)
won; 2. Hartley (W) ; 3. Burnell
(K). Time: 5:10.1. i
400 Yd. relay: Kent won (Wojno,
Johnston, Saltsman and Thompson)
Time: 4:05.5.
KESEL'S KOLUMN
With exams over, girl's basketball
is back in action again. The last
two games before the dark days of
finals frustration set in, showed the
Peanuts victorious over the Spuds
with a score of 22 to 11, and the Mil-
ler Bombers leading the Pyramids 24
to 2. Peg Short, of the Peanuts, led
with 12 points; while in the second
game, Edith Rutherford, of the Mil
ler Bombers, netted 15 points for her
side.
Monday night, the Pyramids insti
gated a comeback and defeated the
GDIs 18 to 16, with Izzy Hartman
making 11 points for the victors
The Imps won their second straight
game leading 33 to 12 over the Spuds
Freddie Evans, of the Imps, scored
15 points to tie with Edith Ruther-
ford of the Bombers, and Pat Culp
of the Trumps, for the highest indi
vidual score this season.
The Peanut-Hoove- r and Sphinx
Trump games were played Wednes
day night.
The WAA is sponsoring a Benefit
Bridge to be held this Saturday in
Lower Babcock from 2:30 to 5:00
There will be first and second prizes
for both men and Women contest
ants. Tickets are 35c and all proceeds
will go to CARE.
which have became synonymous with
the name," Mose Hole. .
Oddly enough the Holemen have
gone on their biggest scoring splurges
while on the road 87 points against
Case at Cleveland last season and 86
against Kenyon at Gambier in 1939'
Severance Gym's scoring record harks
back to 1930 in which year the Black
and Gold pummeled Otterbein with
83 points. Last Saturday's 81-4- 9 rout
of Ashland was only two points short
of equalling the record and three of
setting a new one.
Wooster's '48 c o u r t i e r s with
scores of 65, 71, 60, 62, and 81
points against Mount Union, Kenyon
Muskingum, Hiram, and Ashland re
spectively have already equalled the
Cold running" Shaw the aforemen
tioned three comprising a scoring
combination 'tis a pleasure to behold
To keep the ball in the proper
hands, Jim Weygandt, Miney Bu-
sack, and "Slick" Gaver will be more
than willing to accomodate.
Wooster-Deniso- n Game is 50th
in Series
This game, if it produces nothing
else, will mark the 50th game of a
rivalry that began way back in 1906
(Continued on page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)
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Coach Mose Hole carries no rab
bit's foot in his pocket. Why should
he bother when he has a genu-win- e
two-legge- d four leaf clover in the
person of militant Miney Busack.
The Scots' very capable guard was
first used in s starting role in the
Kent State game. Since that date Bu-
sack has started and starred in nine
straight victories for the Black and
Gold. He has been one of the prime
reasons that the Hilltoppers are now
sharing a three-wa-y tie for state lead-
ership and have climbed from seventh
to second place in the Ohio Confer-
ence.
Miney is cooler than the proverb-
ial cucumber in Wooster's casaba tilts.
From cutting the eyes out of Ken-arde- n
Kitchen spuds, Busack takes
the heart out of Scot opponents on
the hard court.
A great ball handler and de-
fensive demon, Miney has "silver
spooned" Wagner, Shaw, and Milli-
gan, to many of the 249, 235, and
118 point totals which these three
score-minde- d lads possess.
Although by no means a prodig-
ious scorer, Coach Hole was given
ample evidence of Busack's potenti
alities when the 5 ft., 11 in. iceman
scored 12 points in the 64-4- 2 Grove
City game. Trailing at the half by
three points, Miney whipped in five
one-hande- d field goals to .push Grove
City farther into the woods. Conse
quently Busack's installation as a reg
ular guard after Xmas vacation did
not evince too much surprise.
Busack Stars in Mount, Kenyon,
and Akron Games
But Scot fans will remember the
colorful Miney for his fine perform-
ances in the Mount Union, Kenyon,
and Akron games. Busack's defensive
antics and ball handling technique
in. the Mount game gave the Raiders
conniptions. And his eight points
against Kenyon and four against Ak-
ron had much to do with the result-
ing Wooster victories.
Busack, however, has
.not confined
his sports' activities to the field of
basketball alone. In Swanton high
school Miney collected three letters in
both football and basketball; the
school lacked a baseball team.
Thus far at Wooster Miney has
earned two football and two baseball
letters. In football Busack should be
remembered as the gent who master-
minded Wooster'slJ-o-pse- t - over
Kent State, personally scoring the
winning touchdown himself.
As a catcher Miney was an im-- (
Continued on page 4)
Seventh Defeats Fifth 26-2- 2 In Overtime;
Second Round Play Begins In Leagues
Two undefeated basketball titans
Seventh and Fifth clashed in a pre-exa- m
Kenarden League game, the
winner of which might well be
crowned champ of the senior circuit's
first round.
So bitterly fought was this clim-
actic struggle, that both quintets were
tied 21-2- 1 at the end of regulation
play. But in the overtime the Tri
Kaps outscored the Phi Delts five
to one and thus annexed a most sat-
isfying 26-2- 2 victory.
Kingpin of Seventh's attack was
"Boom Boom" Kennedy who scis-
sored the cords with 1 1 points. He al-
so touched off Seventh's winning
overtime rally
.
with a field goal.
Johnny Allen and Val Frederick led
Fifth's offense with seven and five
points. ,
Although Seventh now is top dog
in the Kenarde'n League with five
wins against nary a loss, the first
round championship is far from be-- ,
ing sewed up. The Tri Kaps still must
play a postponed game with Second
which is tied with Fifth for second
place. A victory for Second would
throw the Kenarden League into a
three-wa- y scramble..
One of the most pleasing factors
in both the Kenarden League and
the Trolley League have been the
number of players used on all the
quintets. The sections realize that a
winning ball club is only as strong
as its reserves, and consequendy more
than the first string players have seen
service.
Bill Gaston finished the first round
with a total of 47 points. Yet Sec-
ond, Third, Fourth, Fifth, and
Seventh have still to play postponed
games. This will mean that such
scoring hotshots as Floyd Chambers
(44 pts.), Jim Kennedy (37), Sam
Curry (36), Chuck Stocker (36),
Harry Scheifele (34), Jack Reitz
(33), and Art Schneider (31) still
possess the chance of overtaking and
passing Gaston.
Second round play in both the
Intramural and Trolley Leagues be-
gan last nightr-Secon- d, Third, and
Fifth Sections got off on the right
track , by swimping First, Fourth, and
Sixth respectively. The Independents
took Eighth 36-3- 4 on the cage floor.
Jack Hogestyn with 18 and Lefty
Roush with 22 points were high men
in their respective leagues.
DOnilAIEUS
SHOB REPAIR SHOP
Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty Street
MANN'S LAUNDRY
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
An Agent in Each Dorm
ASH
I'm Looking Over A Four Leaf Clover: f.liney Busack
Denison Scalpers
Invade Tomorrow
By DICK NELSON
The Big Red men of Denison are
invading Wooster this Saturday gun-
ning for a victory to stick in their
war bonnet. The Scots apparently
aren't worried
.
about losing their
scalps, and Denison' s record of two
wins and nine losses would seem to
justify this confidence. But then again
one never can tell.
Coach Rix Yard, in his second
year as Denisori's basketball coach,
faces the Hilltoppers with half a doz-
en lettermeti. At guards two veterans,
Glenn Culp (5 ft., 10 in.) Ray Hoop-
er (5 ft., 7 in.), the mighty midget,
have taken over the job of stopping
the Scottish giants. Little Ray is a
sharpshooter from way back and the
fastest man ori the squad.
In the forward slots Coach Yard
has placed John Morgan (5 ft., 11
in.) and co-capta- in Bill Weidemaier
(6 ft., 1 in.), two one-hande- d shot
experts. Morgan proved himself last
season, while Pete" Weidemaier pro-
vides most of the scoring threat with
which Denison hopes to scrape up a
scalp or two.
Denison Possesses Small Squad
Weidemaier accounted for 204
points last season and from him
should come the spark that will set
off the bomb, or the fizzle. He is the
only starter over 6 ft., measuring 6
ft., 1 in.
In the center position Bill Hender
son (6 ft.) will attempt to halt rangy
Pat Milligan.
Comparative scores give Wooster
all the better of it. Wooster defeated
Kenyon and Muskingum by 71-6- 3
and 60-5-1 scores; Denison lost to the
same schools by 68-4- 2 and 81-6- 5
scores. Both Wooster and Denison
lost to Ohio Wesley an; the Scots were
on the short end of a 65-5- 4 score
while the Baptists were measured in
a 76-6- 4 game.
In order that the mighty midgets
of Denison are not provided with the
opportunity for an upset, Coach
Mose Hole will employ "Fingers"
Wagner, Pat Milligan, and "Hot and
Scots - Scientists
Clash Wednesday
If you've got nothing better to do
next Wednesdayevening, drop into
Severance Gym to watch the Scots
trade field goals with Case Tech of
Cleveland.
Case, because of its present record
of two wins and eight losses, would
not seem to offer much opposition to
the high-flyin- g Hilltoppers, but were
the Black and Gold suddenly to de-
velop a "Case" on themselves, the
Scientists might easily pull the upset
of the casaba season.
The Case quintet is bossed this year
by a Mount Union graduate named
Calas. He enjoyed much success at
Columbiana High, piloting the ridge
runners into the top brackets of their
league.
.
Case has a much better record this
year than in the past few seasons,
which isn't saying a great deaL
.
In
winning two while dropping eight
games the Scientists' have scored 483
points while allowing the opposition
578. This is
. a slight improvement
over Case's '46-'4- 7 scoring summary
of 665 friendly points, 1047 not so
friendly points all accompanying no
wins and 16 losses.
The starting lineup for Case is apt
to feature Mehring and Allick in the
forward slots, Michel in the centier
position, and Newdome and Lavelle
or Fischley in the guard posts.
Before Case adopted its deempha
sis of athletics, the Wooster-Cas- e bas
ketball rivalry was hot-stu- ff and the
second oldest in tradition on the
basketball agenda. Playing 57 con
tests, the Scots have grabbed the
brass ring in 44 tries and missed but
13 quite a record!
Mose Hole-coache- d quintets have
won 25 of 29 games from the Scien-
tists. The Black and Gold have not
been defeated by a Case squad since
1935.
MORE ON ...
Akron Win
(Continued from Pace 1)
tering seven of the next nine points
with Miney Busack chiming in with
one of his two fielders. But Akron
kept pace with Wooster, so the score
read 17-al- l.
With time running out, Milligan
dunked another two-pointe- r, Wey
gandt made good on a free throw,
and Shaw suddenly caught fire with
two baskets to thrust Wooster to a
24-1- 9 half-tim- e lead.
Akron's Walker Makes things Tough
Akron's Bob Walker made things
very tough for the Black and Gold as
the second half opened by sizzling the
strings with nine straight points, but
during Walker's scoring spree, Pat
"The Tree" had ruptured the cords
with seven points, and Shaw and Bu-
sack had each contributed buckets
for a 35-2- 9 Wooster lead.
The game became intensely inter-
esting when Whitey Wahl sank two
REI'IMIIIIIG
HOME GAMES
Sat., Feb. 14 Denison
Wed., Feb. 18 Case
...
Tues., Feb. 24 Otterbein
Sat., Feb. 28 Oberlin
LAND 81
Wagner, r.Iilligan Pgcg I7cc:l:i'
As Ilolomen Dont Eagle--; 81 - 49
By Johnny Allen
After
--
Friday night's unimpressive 62'54 victory over Hiram, the
Sctos smothered Ashland in a 81 '49 rout which was dominated by the
referees' calling of 58 fouls. Wooster's 81 points is the record high for
the '47'448 season and is just two points short of" the Severance Gym
-- J n 1 ' . ' fc L tnlrt 'rcturu oi oj pumis set against iierueiii in ivju.
Frosh Bnlldoze
Batter, 46-4- 2
Wooster's Frosh squeaked by But
ler High School Tuesday 46-4- 2 on
the same day on which the varsity
was humbling Akron, 48-4- 1.
Ned Johnson was the baby var
sity s big gun, meshing 17 points.
Price Daw and Jerry Talkington
chipped in 11 and nine points. John-
son and Daw paced the Scot's first
half attack with eight points each.
Harry Weckesser, a transfer fresh
man from Syracuse, saw action in the
second half and contributed six vital
points.
The Frosh have a full basketball
slate for the ensuing week. Today the
yearlings are host to Apple Creek,
Tuesday the Smithville Merchants
come to town, and Wednesday eve the
Frosh and Beach City Merchants are
scheduled to play, following the
Wooster-Cas- e varsity game.
Wooster Frosh FG FT TL
Morris, f.
Daw, f.
Weckesser, f.
Johnson, c.
Talkington, g.
Bird, g.
Butler High
Collier, f.
Tidow, f ,
Allen, f.
Matthews,
Gaver, f.
Totals
Akron
Walker, f.
Vaughn, f .
Mohr, c.
Moore, g.
Wahl,g.
Scott, c.
Staudt, g. ..
Teals i
f.
Roberts, c.
Hitchman, g.
'Brokaw, g.
1
5
3
8
3
1
4
8
6
2
0
21
Fid.
7
2
1
2
.
2
1
1
15
1
2
1
2
0
0
6
3
11
6
17
9
20 6 46
FG FT TL
7
1
1
0
5
0
1
15
3
1
2
2
2
2
0
12
17
3
4
2
12
2
2
42
field goals; Wooster still led 37-3- 3
with seven and one-ha- lf minutes to be
played. At this point Jim (this is not
ing the large Wooster contingent in
a paid advertisement) Patterson en-
livened things considerably by lead-- a
cheer.
Wagner eased the pressure by sock
ing a free throw and field goal thru
the hoop, while Milligan bunnied an-
other bucket for a 42-3- 5 Scot score.
With four minutes still to be played
Shaw serenely slipped two free throws
thru the meshes, and Milligan put the
game completely out of Zipper reach
by splashing four points into the
cords in the last 90 seconds.
WOOSTER 48, akron 41 the end
of a perfect day!!!
Wooster Fid. Fl,
Weygandt, f. ..
Shaw, f. .
Milligan, c
Wagner, g
Busack, g.
TL
3
10
17
14
4
0
48
Fl. TL
1 15
3 7
0 2
3
1
2
1
11
Halftime score: Wooster 24-1- 9.
Referee: Eisle; Morgan.
7
5
4
1
41
Topping the Scots' scoring was
Ralph Wagner with 25 points, follow-
ed by Pat Milligan's 22, Earl Shaw's
16 and Jim Weygandt's 10. Didt
Gaver contributed two buckets, Pete
Miracle a fielder and free throw, said
Frank Pierce fouL Wagner's 29
points gave him an 18.1 average per
game with Shaw at 17.4.
Miney Busack did a fin job of
feeding Wagner, Milligan, and Shaw,
and his usual steady floor gam kept
Ashland from breaking fast. Wes
Peterman copped the scoring honors
for the Eagles by meshing 15 points.
The whistle happy referees, who
were unbiased in their calling of fouls,
charged each team with 29 fouls.
Could this be. 'cuz one of the rePs
names was Wing could bet
Wooster Sinks 23 of 34 Free Throws
The Black and Gold fared very well
at the foul circle, sinking the aston-
ishing total of 25 of 34 free throws in
comparison to Ashland's futile 17 of
33. Pat "Redwood" Milligan took full
advantage of the charity tosses, whip-
ping eight of nine into the hoop. Jim
Weygandt made good on four of five
attempts; Shaw and Gaver each netted
two. .
After three minutes of play Ash-
land called for a time-ou- t with the
Scots in front,' 9-- 4. The Holemen's
close guarding payed dividends in the
first quarter as Ashland hit the hoops
for only two field goals. Wooster
held a 27-1- 1 lead at quarter-tim-e.
In the second quarter the Hilltop-
pers outscored the Eagles 19 to 8. Play
was featured by Wooster's excellent
ball handling and control of both
backboards. Fine cutting sliced Ash.
land's man-to-ma- n defense to ribbons.
As the teams left the floor at half-tim- e
the score was 46-1- 9 in favor of
the Scots.
"Swish" Shaw, who had given Peter-ma- n
a difficult time the first half with
16 points, fouled out after six minutes
of play in the third quarter. Both
Wagner and Milligan felt the wrath
of the officials'' whistles and followed
Shaw in the final stanza.
5
The reserves then took over and
played a good brand of ball for the
remainder of the game. As the game
ended the Scots had built up a 33
point lead and once again looked like
a championship aggregation.
Wooster
Shaw, f
Weygandt, f .
Milligan, c
Wagner, g
Busark, g
Gaver, f
Miracle, f
Pierce f "
Totals
Ashland
Sanders, f
Cooper, f
Denbow, c
Gardner, g
Peterman, g
Grubb, c
Bartley, f
Totals
Fid. FL TL
. 7
. 3
-
7
. 9
. 0
-
1
. 1
-
0
28 25
Referees: Owens and Wing.
Halftime score:
Wooster 46, Ashland 19
Such a Low Price for These
WHITE BLOUSES
$595
Washable, wearable, wonderful!
That's what youll say about this
flattering feminine percale
blouse accented with crisp
touches of eyelet and tucking
where they show to best
FREEDLIUIBEDS
16
1
22
25
0
4
3
1
81
Fid. FL TL
. 0
. 2
. 1
. 1
.6
. 5
. 1
16 17
15
14
51
Picpzzzd Changes
naizollSGRFincs
At tli next regular Chapd meeting
of tht M S. G. A, member will vote
oa proposed amendment to the
Constitution regarding room stacks
and water fights. The revision as out-
lined changes Article V, Section 3,
points I and k. The new amendement
as stated is "Penalty for the violation
of the rules concerning water fights,
room sucks and the throwing of water
from dormitory windows, shall be a
fin of 10.00 and damages on the
Section involved. Collection from the
individual is left to the Section organ
ixarion."
The amendement combines points
i and k which referred to the restric-
tions on water fights, throwing of
water from windows, and room stacks.
The major change in these amend-
ments is the raising of the fine on such
practices to 10.00 instead of the fine
previously of 3.00. Collection and
payment of all fines is left to the
individual section.
MUKU U fi ...
Dr. Llnller
(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Midler is the author of books,
papers and articles in scientific journ-
als. His research is not limited to ge-
netics, but includes work in blood
.
transfusions, and development of a
fungus to double the production of
penicillin. He has held teaching posts
at the Institute of Genetics in Moscow
and at the University of Edinburgh.
He received his undergraduate and
graduate training at Columbia Uni-
versity.
Dr. Muller is also president of the
Genetics Society of America and has
been chosen president of the Eighth
International Genetics Congress
which meets in Sweden this summer.
K li-
- CAPTURE
v. 'J
The camera for all
your picture-takin- g
Jtt tjk. 3iL yu Want
GRAY'S 1IAVE YOUR POPULAR MAKE
All nationally-know- n; popular sixes available.
Gray
Counter Chit-Ch- at
FROM
Frccdlandors
So I wanted valentines, but I didn't
like 'em full of gush and fuss, and
they didn't have any sporty ones.
Then I says, I'll make my own val-
entines, so I did. 'Course I had to
look around a while to find the right
materials. See this plaid one? Going
to send ic to man-of-the-da- y, Red
Valentine. He'll be tickled green and
yellow over a green and yellow plaid
wool valentine! 'Specially when he
knows what a lot of trouble it was to
cut it out of the back of Flosi Ma-
son's new spring coat! The coat was
so pretty I almost hadn't the heart
to take the scissors to it. It was three-quart- er
length, with green collar and
lapels. But you know how it is a
valentine for Valentine! Flosi's spring
coat came from Freedlander's base
ment store. Since they're only 16.99,
Flosi's robbing her penny-ban- k and
ordered a couple extras. She likes the
heV swing back shortie,-wi- th its
new' swing back shortie, with its slash
pockets, deep cuffs and yoke. Now I
can' make gray and white and colored
plaid valentines!
If you like frillier creations, where
the valentine requires a bow, find a
buddy with one of the new Grenadine
Panel knit ties, only 1.00. They come
in 'every color imaginable, make
lovely bows, and everybody who is
anybody ha one. They are sometimes
carelessly worn in the presence of a
valentine fashioner! A sharp pair of
shears is all you need. Have a heart!
Take a short-cu- t to bigger and bet
ter valentines. Anne Taylor
MORE ON . . :
&W4a)
(Continued from Pag 2).
Italian train to Milan, the first city
we had planned to see in Italy.
Things were a little dicerent on the
Italian train, We found out that on
this particular train we were entitled
to stand in a crowded ice-bo- x with
our suitcase between our legs. Since
our train was nearly an hour late in
arriving, we were glad to disembark
in Milan.
"Infonnazione" Please
We did not have the slightest idea
where we would stay in Milan; so we
headed toward the first "informa-
tion" sign that we saw in the massive
Centrale Stazione Milano. Knowing
only a few Italian words, we sought
out an old gent with a hamburg and
a black coat and a cane to go with
all this. He was the interpreter, but
he was more eager to give us a his-
tory lesson on the trials and tribula-
tions of a defeated country. We lis-
tened attentatively but were very glad
when we found a room in the Alber-g- o
Eden, not too far from the station.
Wine and Roast Chicken '
Our first meal in Milan tended to
give us a false picture of the Italian'
situation. We started off with a little
wine, then our soup which was spag-
hetti, followed by roast chicken, fried
potatoes and vegetables. Then for
dessert there was an assortment of
cheese, Cheese and wine, we were in-
formed, help to off-s- et one another.
In the , interest of health, my consci-
ence was relieved, and I felt that
Wooster would understand why I had
broken one of its traditions. Never-
theless, it was a good meal and not
too expensive. The only catch was
that few Italians can afford to pay
what we Americans think is inex-
pensive.
Watered-Dow- n Follies
That evening Arnson and I de-
cided in favor of a little amusement.
PRECIOUS KEIITS!
With Coated Lens
Can be used indoors, out-
doors! Sensationally im-
proved features.
s DrugJ Store
SEE OUR DOLLAR EARRINGS
Gold - Silver - Jeweled and Cameos
THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square
PROMPT
LAUNDRY
E L L I O T T'S
"Since 1900"
DRY CLEANING
SEE OUR AGENT IN YOUR DORM
A HEART-TO-HEA- RT
GIFT
Beautiful Heart Boxes
and Valentine-decorate-d
Packages, filled with. .
fresh, home-fashion- ed
candies.
F0AIIK TJELLS
DRUG STORE
We were told that we would find that
at the Teatro Lirico," which turned
out to be a watered-dow- n Parisian
Follies. At the Follies I never once
fell asleep. Between 8 and 12 at the
Lirico, I dozed off three or four
times. The show was still going at
12:30 when we left.
Later at our hotel, we had the
pleasure of meeting a middle-age- d
Italian electrical engineer. The con-
versation was of a political nature.
We had heard comments from the
people who often remarked that at
least things were better off under
Mussolini. How many American
tourists came back to the states and
thought Mussolini was a great leader
because he made the trains run on
time.!
Fascists: Down But Not Out
We asked
,
our friend Giovanni
about these comments that we had
heard from people. He admitted that
the fascists were still working under-
ground although the Fascist Party has
been outlawed by the Italian con-
stitution. He said that the fascists
have taken on new names and are es-
pecially powerful in the northern
part of Italy. He named the "Fasces
of Revolutionary Action." They are
supposed to have weapons and to
propagandize the people with a psy-
chology of revenge. They would also
like to capitalize on the present East-We- st
clash,.
Sincerely,
Jack Holden
MORE ON . . .
Fillips
(Continued from Page 3)
'40-'4- 1 team's feat of scoring 60 or
more points in five straight games.
The new bleachers are really "the
cat's meow". While leaving plenty of
room for the tootsies, Scot fans sin-
cerely hope there remains no place
for "de-feet- ".
f, Victory for the Black and Gold
cagers in their remaining four home
games against Denison, Case, Otter-bei- n,
and Oberlin will present the
clan with their first undefeated home
basketball season since the '41 -- '4 2
season.
f!UGS
Wooster Hotel Blag.
RELIABLE
THE WOOSTBR VOICE .,
MORE ON ...
Doan Golder
(Continued from Page 1)
first place. Mrs. Golder has com-
mented that in this hectic world of
action, she likes to read about people
who have time to sit down and just
think. As the reader may have guessed,
her main interests lie in the field of
ideas rather than pursuit of objects.
" A ' favorite pastime with - Mrs.
Golder, for which she has few leisure
moments in her duties here, is experi-
mental cooking. People who passed
by Babcock the few days before
Christmas probably wondered what
sort of activity bustled about the dor-
mitory kitchen during vacation: they
would have been surprised to see Mrs.
Golder, daughter Sally, and secretary
Wanda Custis baking a gala assort-
ment of Christmas cookies! The dean
specializes also in a variety of Italian
and Russian dishes,' none of which
your reporter can spell. (We'll let
you come down and experiment in
Holden Kitchen any time, Mrs.
Golder!)
A person who finds something
pleasant or new in every experience,
Mrs. Golder thinks of Wooster as an
"interesting" place, and enjoys her
work here, though the atmosphere is
different from that to which she has
been accustomed. Keeping the gals'
in check is no easy job, and I doubt if
anyone envies her, but a pleasant
woman with even judgment like our
dean fills the order competently and
well.
MORE ON ...
Denison
(Continued from Page 3)
To date Wooster has won 27 games
and lost 22 to the Big Red of Deni
son. Of the 19 games in which Mose
Hole has been at the helm, the Scots
have won 11.
Others likely to see action include
Ed Rupp (6 ft.), Jim Sutherin (5
ft., 9 in.), Bill Ullman, (6 ft., 2in.),
and Dick Wehr (6 ft., 3 in).
Taffeta or Cotton .
BEUL AH
Fashion of
PUBLIC
George Lahm
Jeweler
221 E. Liberty St Wooster, O.
Phone 1035-- W
Famous For Good Foods
Open 11 AM. to 9 P.M.
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
STARK'S
.Restaurant
HAIIBURGER IIIII
12c-Hambu- rgers
PHONE 540-- R
SCOTS
VALENTINE'S DAY
IS SWEETHEART TIME
We Have the Flowers to Prove It- -
PUBLIC SQUARE
Chorus To Visit
Canton, Cleveland
During Holiday
Spring vacation will see the
Girls' Chorus, under the direction
of Eve Roine Richmond, going on
tour. Jack Hunter and Nan
McKee will manage the trip, to be
made by chartered busses. Soloists
accompanying the group are to in-
clude Dorothy Swan,. cello, and Jane
Tilford, violin, Julia Steiner Taylor
will be accompanist, and Connie Pix-le-r
will be at the organ.
Before the spring tour the Chorus
goes to Canton February 17, to the
First Presbyterian; Church in Wooster
during the week of prayer February
22, and to Cleveland's Church of the
Covenant and Old Stone Church Feb-
ruary 29.
The itinerary for the spring tour
includes Mansfield's First Presbyter,
ian Church and Fourth Presbyterian
Church ,and the First Presbyterian
Church of Oak Park.
MORE ON . . .
Pledging
(Continued from Page 1)
tomorrow, and acceptances must be
returned to the Ad Building not later
than Tuesday noon? February l.'
Voting on pledges was done from
lists of preference submitted by candi-
dates after last fall's section rush
parties and dances.
Heating and Ventilating
SALES
GRAY &
216 East Liberty Street
IDEAL FROCKS
LADIES WEARING APPAREL
Always First With The Latest
156 East Liberty Street
PETTICOATS-O- ne, Two or Three
UNDER ALL YOUR WIDENING SKIRTS
WOOSTER FLORAL STORE
. 3.95 to 7.95
BECHTEL
Distinction
t
SQUARE
Friday, February 13, 1948
For a Sandwich and
Shake That Fits
Your Taste
So Make Haste and
Set the Pace Come
or Call Sandwich
Island
541 West Liberty Street
. .
Phone 225-- L
Opposite the Fair Grounds
P. S.
Scots Win Debates
Harry Stults and Walter Grosjean
won the decision for the College of
Wooster in the Inter-collegia- te Debate
held at Muskingum College, February
9th.
Mr. A. E. Rupp, superintendent of
schools at Cambridge, Ohio, judged
the event where the Wooster speakers
presented the affirmative of the ques-
tion: Resolved that a federal world
government should be established.
Arguing the negative for Muskingum
were Robert Warner and James White.
David Byers and Robert Lawther
also debated in a non-decisio- n bout
with Muskingum.
MORE ON
Busacic
(Continued from Page 3)
portant cog in the Scot baseball
team. Yet for all his diamond genius,
he was caught off base by a home
town sweety last June and sentenced
imprisonment by a lenient umpire.
A first semester junior, Busack for-
tunately will be on hand to upset
Wooster football foes next fall. Black
and Gold football devotees can thus
be assured next fall of the same in-
spirational, aggressive play which is
one of the prime reasons why Woos-
ter is now vieing for state basketball
honors.
Coal Builders' Supplies
SBRVICB
SON. Inc.
Wooster, Ohio Phone 67
! I f
"Say It With Flowers"
'
Barrett's
Liberty Flower Shop
333 East Liberty Street
Phone 600
WOOSTER, OHIO
Member Florists' Telegraph Delivery
it' JLLo
What Happened to
Contest Entries?
WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
George Raft, Joan Blondell in
"Christmas Eve"
AND
Jimmy Davies in
.
. "Louisiana"
SUNDAY and MONDAY
Robert Taylor, Audrey Totter
in
"High Wall"
NEWS and CARTOON
:
TUES., WED. and THURS.
Clark Gable, Vivien Leigh in
"Gone With the Wind"
Regular Prices
SHOWS CONTINUOUS
PICTURES
r fstj
- j
See A 2 argus
Simple to use, yet highly versatile, that's
the Argus A2 an economical, cleverly
designed 85 mm. camera to make goodpicture, easy to take.
PIATURIS
Color-correcte- d Easily synchron-
izedcoated f 4.5 lens with flash
Automatic shutter. Moulded case rein-
forcedSpeeds from 1 25 to for aturdi- -
1150, time & bulb
Extinction-typeex-posu- re ne"pric37.50
meter built With Cass y
alongside finder Excls Tsx Included
Other Argus Cameras
MINICA $ 9.95
ARGOFLEX ........ ..... 69.63
MODEL 21 58.08
MODEL C-- 3 74.71
SNYDER STUDIO
CAMERA SHOP
251 E. Liberty Wooster, Ohio
Jhose
